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WILMOTTE & INDUSTRIES

Pioneering the concept of “Urban Interior Architecture,” Jean-Michel 
Wilmotte infuses practical application throughout his designs in which 
public space is treated with the same considerations as private space. 

Born in France in 1948, Wilmotte’s firm has been in practice since 
1975. Throughout a varied career encompassing architecture and 

object design, he is as well-known for adaptive re-use of older 
buildings within an urban planning context as he is for museum 

exhibitions and high-end boutiques.  
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Designed by French architect Jean-Michel Wilmotte, 
Mouette’s sculptural and geometrical shape crafted 
of rotationally molded polypropylene complements 
any interior with a strong contemporary presence, 
whether residential or com-mercial.

CONTEMPORARY
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Available in four sizes, either with asymmetrical or 
symmetrical diffuser wings, the Mouette pendant 
light is ideal for commercial application, welcoming 
endless creative configurations that form visually 
storytelling clusters.

MODULAR
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An artful form and shape that diffuses brilliant 
light, Mouette inspires a pleasant feel with its aerial, 
seemingly floating composure that adorns any 
interior with a welcoming dynamic.

AERIAL
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DIMENSIONS

MOUETTE LED suspension

LIGHT SOURCE 

LED
4x12.9W 3000K > 90CRI
integrated light source

EMISSION 

diffused

DELIVERED LUMENS

5,395lm

FINISH

 white 

MOUETTE SYMMETRICAL suspension  

CERTIFICATIONS 

c.UL.us listed, IP20

MOUETTE ASYMMETRICAL suspension  

LIGHT SOURCE 

LED
6x12.4W 3000K > 90CRI
integrated light source

EMISSION 

diffused

DIMMING FEATURE

dimmable 0-10V

FINISH

 white 

DIMENSIONS

CERTIFICATIONS 

c.UL.us listed, IP20

MOUETTE MEGA suspension

LIGHT SOURCE 

LED
8x13W 3000K > 90CRI
Integrated light source

EMISSION 

diffused

DIMMING FEATURE

dimmable 0-10V

FINISH

 white 

DIMENSIONS

CERTIFICATIONS 

c.UL.us listed, IP20

DIMMING FEATURE

dimmable 0-10V

DELIVERED LUMENS

8,356lm
DELIVERED LUMENS

10,791lm

w / ceiling canopy w / recessed canopy w / ceiling canopy w / recessed canopy w / ceiling canopy w / recessed canopy
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For retail sales contact information, please visit 

www.artemide.net/store-locator

For contract sales contact information, please visit

www.artemide.net/contract-sales


